
0:13  
[Music] how many of you  
0:18  
struggle in sharing your faith with others when you believe system and and it causes friction and 
sometimes  
0:25  
family issues well tonight i'm going to spend i don't believe it'll be very long but i do want to 
spend some time going  
0:31  
through some very simple concepts uh in precepts of how that's the wrong  
0:36  
powerpoint i want you to know exactly how to share your faith  
0:42  
with your family and your friends i want you to learn how to share the torah i want you to learn 
how to share what you believe in in the in the roots the  
0:49  
christian roots of your faith how do you share these roots in such a way that it will create roots  
0:56  
in them that's what we're going to talk about so father give me wisdom and i pray that you would 
just  
1:01  
speak through me lord your words and not a single thing i say will not be of you but everything i 
say god will be  
1:07  
encouraging and uplifting and worthy of instruction in yeshua's name amen all  
1:12  
right let's begin how to share your christian roots with confidence and power believe it or not it's 
not  
1:18  
complicated which is why i believe it's not going to take very long and um and by the way side 
note from last week  
1:24  
we did how to share the gospel uh we have we should we you should have received the notes 
does everybody have  
1:30  
those where do they get those on the okay on the table out there uh we  
1:36  
have all of my notes from last week so an entire two-page sheet a cheat sheet  
1:42  
for you so you can go home all the scriptures are there all the steps are there even the analogies 
are printed out  
1:48  
and in description there and so i'm going to do that for next week for this message as well okay 
and so grab those  
1:54  



on your way out so that you can study that and by the way let me just make that um just 
abundantly clear  
2:00  
this is not something that is optional okay this is something that's commanded we  
2:05  
are to go and be a light among the nations one of the saddest things that i've experienced as an 
apologist as someone  
2:12  
who who defends the word of god is that when people don't even know where basic scriptures 
are they can't  
2:18  
even defend the god that they serve most of christianity doesn't even know the name of the god 
that they serve  
2:26  
it's it's it's it's not even laughable so i want just to encourage you for those of you that are part of 
passion  
2:32  
for truth and and you really want to be a good witness then this is something that is not 
necessarily a message or a  
2:39  
sermon this is a a this is school time you got to learn this there's homework involved you have to 
memorize some  
2:44  
things you have to take it seriously you can't share listen like someone told me once  
2:50  
you may be the only yeshua that someone ever sees you may get one shot like i did on a ski  
2:56  
lift several weeks ago that guy from finland that might be the only time he ever heard the gospel 
was when i had  
3:03  
lunch with him what if i wasn't ready what if i wasn't prepared what if i was too shy or too  
3:09  
fearful i had too much anxiety and i was his chance so therefore he goes his entire life he  
3:16  
had never heard it before there's likelihood that he'll never hear it again  
3:21  
what if that was the only time you heard it i don't know about you but i don't want to stand in the 
kingdom and there'd be  
3:27  
two lines and the guy that didn't make it be in the back of the line and say why didn't you tell me  
3:34  
i had lunch with you why didn't you tell me so we need to be ready okay  
3:39  
all right number one rule when you are sharing the roots of your faith  
3:44  
know this verse be prepared first peter chapter 3 verse 15 says but  



3:49  
sanctify the lord god in your hearts and always be ready to give a defense to everyone who asks 
you for a reason for  
3:56  
the hope that's in you but with reverence and respect meekness and fear gentleness and respect 
okay so some of  
4:03  
you are really good you're really prepared and you have an apologetic uh you know a 
background and your dna is  
4:09  
defense and that you know you are a prosecuting attorney but you you're not so good on the 
whole  
4:15  
gentleness and respect part you know this is not like the flintstones where it's bam bam you don't  
4:21  
hit people over the head so that they can understand okay we wrap them in the word of god i'm  
4:26  
going to show you a little bit of how to do that and if those of you those of you that have already 
gone through the first part of this series you should already  
4:32  
have a good idea of how to uh to to prepare yourself through the drastic method which is an 
acronym all  
4:39  
right so here we go rule number two never tell them what they are doing  
4:45  
wrong how many of you love husbands don't raise your hands okay i know i have to tell you 
guys this because you'll raise  
4:51  
your hands how many of you husbands love it when your wife comes up and tells you all the 
things you're doing  
4:57  
wrong don't you just go honey i'm just thank you  
5:03  
do you have anything else that you would like to tell me that i'm doing wrong i wouldn't ask that 
question by the way  
5:09  
if i was you but but we don't like that nobody likes to be told what you're doing wrong so why do 
people do this  
5:16  
we still see it all the time online you know we call in torah terrorists that  
5:22  
they try to share their faith and they do nothing but run people away because all they're doing is 
pointing  
5:28  
fingers and condemning and telling everybody all the things they're doing wrong nobody likes to 
be told anything  



5:35  
never ask any child you want to learn how to live your life watch how they respond children 
don't  
5:42  
like to be told what they do neither more than you do so number rule number two never tell  
5:47  
them what they're doing wrong there's other rules but this is an important rule for you to 
remember  
5:54  
rule number three over emphasize with family  
6:00  
listen that you love them and in no way are you telling them that they what what  
6:05  
they need to do is wrong or that they need to do what you're doing let me say that again over 
emphasize  
6:11  
with family that you love them and in no way are you telling them that they need to do what 
you're doing  
6:16  
because if you do you're breaking rule number two nobody wants to be told that you're  
6:22  
wrong now understand the concept and the mind that's going through your mother right now  
6:28  
your father your aunt your uncle when you come home or or when you have a conversation with 
them over the phone  
6:34  
and they find out that you're not celebrating christmas anymore  
6:39  
i can assure you it's not about theology  
6:45  
okay they're not going to argue theology is not the issue it's  
6:51  
what you're saying about them from their feelings because mom has raised you up in a  
6:57  
certain way has she not her memories and her personhood her dna  
7:02  
in frequency is wrapped up in how she raised you so when you say i'm not doing that  
7:08  
anymore what are you really saying to her that how you raised me was wrong  
7:15  
is that what you mean no that's not what you're that's what you mean but that's exactly what she's  
7:21  
feeling you see so what happens with the mistake that people make is they get into the  
7:26  
intellectual part first you can't do that  
7:31  



it's a absolutely a terrible mistake if you want to win over your family and help them to see your 
perspective  
7:39  
you cannot go to the intellectual part first you have to massage the emotion  
7:44  
and the feeling and make them feel better first before you can even create an  
7:50  
opportunity look at it this way you you buy a plant  
7:55  
okay and you want to take that plant home and you want to put it in your garden  
8:01  
well what's the best time to do that 97 degrees outside in a drought  
8:09  
or wait to the cool of the evening right before a rain you see you have that pot in your hands  
8:15  
and you and it's completely up to you it is in your power of when you're going to plant that plant  
8:21  
to watch it grow but how you do it is completely determined what the result is going to  
8:27  
be and so this is why some person some people have such tremendous uh  
8:34  
success in sharing their faith with others and some people don't it's all in how you do it so the 
first  
8:39  
thing you have to do is you have to prepare the soil you must prepare the soil that soil is the heart 
according to  
8:46  
the scriptures don't go here because here's what happened you learn all this amazing new stuff 
and you want  
8:51  
to share all this amazing new stuff and so you run over everybody with the intellect and their 
heart is bleeding  
9:00  
now they're not going to tell you this guarantee it your mom is not going to tell you most likely 
son you hurt my feelings  
9:06  
it's crushing me you're telling me that the way i raised you was wrong that's embarrassing it's not 
going to go there  
9:12  
it might come out in anger a few choice words might come out in the silent treatment i'm going 
to get that  
9:19  
you don't want that might come out a million different ways but i'm telling you the first things 
you got to do is prepare the heart so you  
9:26  
address it mom dad aunt uncle i'm not telling you that anything that you're doing is wrong  



9:32  
i'm certainly not telling you mom and dad that the way that you raised me was wrong we're all in 
a spiritual journey and if  
9:39  
it wasn't for you i would not be where i'm at with god right now  
9:44  
without you and without you taking me to church without you loving me without you teaching 
me the things of god i wouldn't  
9:50  
be where i'm at today you see what i'm doing i'm preparing the heart there's not a person out 
there that  
9:56  
doesn't like to be complimented very few people will interrupt you  
10:04  
when you're complimenting them oh stop  
10:10  
oh stop means keep telling me more and so i suggest that you try this it's  
10:17  
it's like literally like pixie dust it's amazing you give someone a compliment and their  
10:24  
leg will start shaking you want someone to hear what you're  
10:29  
getting ready to say they don't know what you're getting ready to say but you've got to prepare 
their heart okay so you need to over emphasize that  
10:36  
you love your family your friends this is just something that's happening  
10:41  
in your life which we'll get to here next this is what you have found and this is what god is 
showing you  
10:49  
emphasize you because what are they feeling you're not meaning to tell them that  
10:54  
they're going to hell but that's exactly what you're telling them from their perspective that's what  
11:00  
they're feeling they're feeling like oh are you trying to say that god doesn't love me because you 
know i do  
11:06  
this or i do that no i didn't say that but how many of you have had they've said that  
11:12  
and you go where did you get that from i'm telling you it's because we're breaking rule number 
two we're in rule number three we're not over emphasizing  
11:19  
enough and preparing their heart enough and letting them know that this has nothing to do with 
you  
11:25  
this has to do with me this is what yahweh is showing me  



11:30  
and what that does is it gives them security blanket that you're not going to take anything away 
from them  
11:37  
most people really start freaking out when you grab something that's important to them  
11:43  
just in touching it as you're reaching for it it makes them nervous it's like a guy who buys a brand 
new  
11:49  
corvette he's got it out in his driveway and he just washes it right and his kids you know come 
around the  
11:56  
corner with the first time on roller skates and they've got like you know a fork in  
12:02  
their hand from lunch that's a bad combination  
12:08  
coming towards the corvette so he gets all nervous  
12:15  
funny a picture but listen this is how they feel you start talking about christmas and  
12:21  
easter you start talking about you know shabbat or something that they're it's foreign to them and 
all they hear is  
12:26  
you're about to tell me i've done something wrong ruined your life and you're about to take 
something away from me that means something to me  
12:33  
and you go from being their son to the devil just like that so you can't do that you're not taking  
12:40  
anything away from them you're letting them know right up front but here's the secret that you're 
not going to tell them  
12:46  
god's the one that takes things away okay so you don't have to even try to take it  
12:52  
away don't even try to convince them listen rule number one should have been this  
12:57  
you're not here to convince them anything  
13:02  
the most powerful evangelists that are out there you don't even know you're being evangelized  
13:10  
because the ruach hakadosh is so thick in the in the love and in the voice he  
13:15  
does all the convincing you know one of my sales coaches i used to pay a  
13:20  
lot of money for a sales coach back in the day and um  
13:26  



and he he listened to one of my seminars and i would send him my seminars and then he would 
critique me  
13:31  
more like critically judged me and condemned me but uh telling me how all the terrible  
13:37  
things that i was saying in in the beginning when i first learned how to speak and one time i 
recorded my my  
13:44  
sales presentation in front of this these senior citizens and  
13:50  
he said this he said jim you are amazing at convincing people something he's like but you made 
every mistake in  
13:57  
the book you know why because it took you so long to convince them  
14:03  
that somebody else will be able to reconvince them again because you you had to convince them  
14:11  
that means it's very probable that they can be reconvinced  
14:16  
does that make sense because it wasn't their conviction does that make sense it's got to be their 
conviction and i  
14:23  
can't do anything about that and so rule number three over emphasize with your family that 
you're not taking  
14:29  
anything away from them okay all right here we go when they say  
14:35  
that you're in a cult this happens quite frequently i know i don't know about you but this is the  
14:41  
greatest cult i've ever been in  
14:47  
by the way let's just define what that means because somebody got nervous there  
14:55  
i didn't put an o in front of that all right a cult is defined as as a minority group  
15:03  
that has creeds or ideas or traditions that does not go along with mainstream groups  
15:10  
it's all it is did you know that so what that really means is this the  
15:16  
majority defines what a cult is because the cult is the minority  
15:21  
that's all it is i don't know if that surprises you but anyway so when they say you're an occult  
15:29  
you have to have a response for this because if you don't and you're not prepared for it it's 
emotionally going to bother you  
15:36  



and you might be repenting later so here's your response need to memorize  
15:41  
this i can understand why you would think that based on the information that you have  
15:47  
but if you saw the information in this video or this pamphlet or this article or on this website you 
might come to the  
15:53  
same conclusion that i have come to now there's a reason why i wrote it that way  
15:58  
okay there is a strategy involved here it's called the strategy of mystery  
16:06  
i made that up you won't be able to find that it's the strategy of mystery but it  
16:11  
really is a real strategy because if i don't quite tell you everything what does that make you want  
16:17  
to do that's right okay listen every one of you that are married raise  
16:24  
your hand this is a good time guys to raise your hand if you're married by the way okay all right  
16:30  
this happened to you this is why you're married most likely because your wife before you got 
married  
16:36  
did one of these and she created a little bit of mystery  
16:43  
and then you became a hound dog and you followed her everywhere that you went well this is 
exactly what happens in  
16:49  
life when you create a mystery so the mystery is this is that i can understand by the way this  
16:55  
is part of the conflict resolution a series that i did in shalom in the home when somebody's 
offended you say i can  
17:01  
totally understand where you're coming from if i was in your shoes i would probably feel exactly 
the same way  
17:06  
so that's how that starts out you're validating validating validating their feelings then you're going 
to go in and  
17:12  
you're going to create a little bit of the mystery i can understand that how you would feel that 
way based on the information that you have but if you saw  
17:18  
this video that i just got done watching you probably would would come to the same conclusion 
that i did and what you  
17:24  
just did is really not fair to the emotional system  
17:29  



because they have no way to answer that  
17:34  
what are they going to say well yeah i would they can't say that it's illogical they haven't seen the 
information yet so  
17:39  
what comes out of their mouth 90 of the time is well let me see that  
17:45  
and you hand them truth to tradition and walk away and run as fast as you can  
17:53  
no but seriously this works what you want to do is you want to create the atmosphere where 
they're  
18:00  
asking you for more information okay so this is what makes a great salesman  
18:07  
this is what makes a great evangelist that's the same thing listen every one of you are trying to 
sell yahweh are you  
18:12  
not you better be you're trying to offer someone a better life  
18:18  
right moses same thing god deals blessings and curses  
18:24  
i'm not going to convince you i'm just going to put it before you and let you ask questions  
18:29  
and that's what our job is our job as a butler is to present the hors d'oeuvres before them and let 
them ask questions  
18:36  
but it has to be tantalizing enough to ask the question i'm telling you this is amazing you try this 
some of you have  
18:42  
never tried this before you're so used to you know knocking them unconscious first  
18:48  
and then you have a captive audience that's not how it works okay not how it works you want to 
draw them  
18:55  
in let them come your way so i can understand why you'd think based on the information you 
have but if you saw the  
19:00  
information i had you might change your mind like i did i used to think exactly like you i don't 
blame you for thinking i'm in a  
19:07  
cult it kind of looks like that and then given the definition of a cult okay  
19:13  
all right create a bit of mystery and desire to see the evidence and they will don't  
19:20  
ever start with evidence worst thing you can do  
19:25  



a good prosecuting attorney takes the judge out to lunch  
19:31  
before the trial you get what i'm saying he's not just going to waltz in there  
19:36  
and start presenting the evidence in a cocky way he's going to create the relationship what's he 
doing he's massaging the heart  
19:44  
he's preparing the mind to hear the evidence if the judge shows up that's like  
19:51  
someone asking you the question and this by the way is like the the point in how  
19:56  
to share the gospel which is dropping the bait if they don't bite on this you walk away  
20:02  
okay but most often if you do this step right okay and it may not be that they're a  
20:07  
cult okay but they may say whatever negative thing always was sort of i can understand i  
20:13  
totally understand i i get it i would probably completely if i was the shoes were i would totally 
listen i was a  
20:19  
baptist for 27 years i know mom i was baby jesus four times  
20:27  
you know rule number four show them the  
20:34  
value so rule number four show them the value  
20:39  
this is critical no one is buying a car without driving it  
20:45  
you should you you have to create the value so what do i mean by that when you're sharing your 
faith with  
20:51  
someone you're sharing something you gotta you gotta tell them why it's valuable to you  
20:57  
they don't care what the theology says listen most christians don't even know what the  
21:03  
bible says most of us don't i would bet most of people in this room  
21:09  
probably don't have 10 verses memorized right off the top of their head and that's not a put down 
that's just how we've all grown up  
21:16  
we've not been taught the value of scripture  
21:21  
they valued it in the first century paul had the entire torah memorized word for word young boys 
were raised with memorizing  
21:28  
the torah all so that they could be an apprentice to eventually be a rabbi  



21:34  
the value system was different so you have to show them the value and  
21:39  
how do you do that you do that by emphasizing your experience  
21:45  
so it starts off like this it says you know when i was keeping the shabbat  
21:51  
you know this whole sabbath thing i know it sounds crazy but you can't imagine the difference in 
my family dynamics  
21:58  
since we've been doing this you know uh you know cindy normally goes out on friday nights 
with her friends but since  
22:04  
she's been staying home we've created we've reconnected in our relationship and just having that 
dinner in that absolute guaranteed time has radically  
22:12  
transformed our love for one another the time that we spend with one another we're nicer to one 
another we spend more  
22:18  
time in the word how does someone argue that  
22:24  
but see if i start off and i go and you know hebrews chapter three and four it says that you know 
therefore there remains a sabbath they rest in the in  
22:30  
the sabbath in the garden blah blah blah i mean they first of all they're not following you because 
they're emotionally upset  
22:38  
ask any woman that gets upset she doesn't hear a single thing her husband's saying amen ladies  
22:44  
if husbands could just get that right stop being logical when i'm emotional  
22:50  
you need to get a sign and hold it up the next time you have an argument stop being logical i'm 
emotional  
22:57  
then your husband will have one stop being emotional emphasize your experience your 
testimony  
23:04  
is so powerful share what god has done in your life  
23:10  
one of the saddest things that i've noticed in in some circles is that they get stuck on this because 
really  
23:17  
god hasn't done anything since they've been doing it because they left the holy spirit a long  
23:22  
time ago and their hearts never changed all they did was change one tradition for another  
23:28  



but if you truly have the holy spirit living inside of you you should have tremendous stories and  
23:34  
experience of how yahweh is changing your life through the things that you're learning  
23:39  
and ladies and gentlemen trust me 75 percent of time you will not have to  
23:45  
even get into the scriptures they're going to want to know more you know why because  
23:51  
behind the smiles and the plastic they're hurting too  
23:58  
and their cindy's not coming home and johnny is not doing good things  
24:04  
and husband is distant everyone's looking for an answer  
24:11  
but amazingly in the midst of their pain no one wants to admit that they're doing anything wrong  
24:16  
and so you're bringing answers to people but you have to do it in such a way that makes them 
want  
24:22  
to know more and there's your personal testimony  
24:28  
before keeping the sabbath we hardly ever had dinner as a family or took an entire day out to 
honor god and spend time with one another but ever since  
24:35  
we've been setting aside that day to bless my family it's been truly amazing on every level how 
it's changed us and  
24:40  
brought us closer together and that's my testimony you can write yours however you want about 
whatever it  
24:45  
is i know people that they stopped eating unclean animals and they got healed of diseases  
24:52  
i mean unbelievable testimonies just from from doing that body's not made to eat toxic things  
24:59  
stop drinking bleach you'll probably survive god is a brilliant when he gives us  
25:05  
instructions rule number six and we'll spend a little bit of time on  
25:10  
this one ask thought provoking questions and don't make statements  
25:17  
okay this is a big mistake that i made for years is making statements i'm an apologist i'm an i'm a 
knowledge guy  
25:22  
right i'm a gnostic i love knowledge i love interesting facts and figures i can't  
25:28  



remember what i had for lunch but i'll remember every fact and figure i saw that day and so i will 
approach i used to  
25:34  
approach people this way it doesn't work stop making statements ask thought-provoking 
questions provoking  
25:40  
questions so i'm going to go through a few of these i'm going to have all these on a handout for 
you next week  
25:46  
so you don't have to write these down but you can if you'd like if you want to get a head start  
25:51  
but this is what i would i just wrote down a few in different categories okay so in the dietary 
categories there's  
25:58  
really just several categories that are really good that get people interested so if if your 
conversation turns towards  
26:04  
the dietary this is some of the questions that i like to ask i rarely make statements questions are 
powerful  
26:10  
you know what i got this method from this is the socratic method how many members socrates  
26:17  
okay okay socrates all right socrates he said the best way to answer  
26:23  
question is with a question the best way to move people is to make them  
26:29  
answer it in their head okay what color is my shirt  
26:34  
every one of you just said white because you can't help but answer a  
26:39  
question it's not possible to not answer a question in your head okay what is one plus one  
26:49  
see some of you think out loud all right so here we go  
26:55  
some of the questions i asked does it seem logical to you that the day before jesus died it was 
wrong to eat unclean  
27:01  
foods like pigs but the day after he died now we're free free to eat all the toxic animals  
27:08  
did jesus die for pigs and by the way you're talking to family that don't know yeshua so use jesus 
it's  
27:14  
not going to kill you okay you all got saved under his name anyway right okay so  
27:22  
that's a good question and this one single question has caused theologians that i've talked to to be 
stumbled  



27:28  
wait a minute so you're telling me the day before jesus died we can eat pigs but the day after we 
can't  
27:33  
how does dine on the cross make a pig clean doesn't make sense to me does that make  
27:39  
sense to you [Music] there's no answer for that but these are  
27:44  
good questions i like to ask if jesus died so we can now eat what the bible calls unclean animals  
27:50  
then why was it not okay to eat unclean animals in the garden of eden  
27:57  
so in other words god gave the laws of clean and unclean in the garden  
28:02  
we know that because noah put unclean and clean animals on the ark he's only three generations 
removed so there was  
28:08  
clean and unclean in the garden if we're not supposed to eat  
28:13  
unclean animals or we can eat unclean animals now then well why did  
28:19  
you see where i'm going with that so it just makes them think a little bit i like to use a lot of 
garden of eden  
28:25  
examples okay so now let's move to the sabbath  
28:30  
real quick here have you ever wondered why all of us grow up believing we should keep the ten  
28:36  
commandments but none of us actually keep the sabbath the way that he commanded  
28:41  
and normally that will bring a question like this well what do you mean that we don't keep the 
sabbath the way he  
28:46  
commanded almost always it will incite that particular question will incite another  
28:52  
question and then they're inviting you to give the answer well the bible says that it's on the  
28:58  
seventh day and uh and most christians actually keep it on the first day  
29:03  
uh and and i didn't even know why but i was doing my homework and i found out that it was 
actually changed by the roman  
29:10  
emperor constantine in a vote and anybody that kept the sabbath on on  
29:16  
saturday like the jews did according to him would be excommunicated from the church did you 
know that  



29:23  
you see when i'm witnessing to someone i'm doing it exactly with the voice inflections that i just 
did  
29:29  
i'm in conversation mode i'm not in con condemnation mode  
29:35  
does that make sense totally different story i like to come from the perspective of  
29:40  
did you know this like blew my mind when i was doing my homework on this i i studied this and 
i've never seen this  
29:46  
before have you ever heard this before  
29:52  
if we say the fourth commandment is not that big of a deal and that it's spiritual because jesus 
died on the  
29:57  
cross then why can't we say that committing murder is now committing spiritual murder  
30:05  
and children no longer have to to honor their parents physically now they only honor their 
parents  
30:11  
spiritually how does that work have you ever thought about that john  
30:18  
i mean seriously if we're going to say that the fourth commandment we don't have to physically 
do it anymore we spiritually do it  
30:25  
then then how come we can't use that same philosophy for the rest of the commandments 
because it seems it seems like we're picking a  
30:31  
jews and then this is a good question right it's a logical question it gets them thinking  
30:38  
okay and this is of course my one of my favorite ones about the sabbath so he gave the sabbath in 
the garden  
30:43  
before man sinned and clearly intended it for it to be forever  
30:49  
then man sins and has to work harder and needs the sabbath more than ever  
30:56  
then god writes the sabbath down and emphasizing in the top ten  
31:02  
then jesus dies on the cross gets rid of one of the top ten commandments that he said was made 
for our benefit that was  
31:07  
originally given for eternity then when he comes back he reinstitutes the sabbath and say that 
everyone has to worship and on that day  
31:14  



so i'd say okay wait a minute john i know you probably didn't follow me on that but just so man 
has got to keep it in the garden  
31:21  
and he doesn't really need a whole lot of sabbath in the garden because he's just tending he's not 
even having to do a whole lot of work but after he sins he  
31:27  
really needs the sabbath and god takes it away from him when yeshua comes something doesn't 
seem right you'd think  
31:33  
that he would be going to re reinstitute what was in the garden and he never intended for man to 
sin which means the  
31:39  
sabbath was intended to be forever so how can we get to say when we keep it and when we don't 
keep it what's going  
31:46  
on there they're just good questions that make people think if the actual day is not important then  
31:53  
why did he create it in the first place on a day and why does he require require it of us  
32:01  
in the kingdom did you know that in the book of isaiah in the book of zechariah when the 
millennium comes he  
32:06  
requires us to keep the sabbath well if it's not important for a  
32:12  
specific day then why does he say we have to do that in the millennium of all times that you 
would think that if the  
32:18  
spiritual would be more important than the physical you would think it would be then but he says 
that the day is important  
32:26  
so how much more would it be important today and does it make sense that he would give it take 
it away and then give it  
32:32  
back and then we get in trouble if we don't keep it  
32:37  
again just good questions when you get in conversation some of you will talk to your relatives 
and maybe they're theologians or maybe they have a  
32:43  
seminary background remember they've been in church their whole life and they know a lot of 
scripture i'm telling you these questions are very  
32:48  
thought-provoking questions that will get them to think statements don't get people to think  
32:54  
but dialogues do all right so let's talk about the feast days for a second and this is i love the  
33:00  



feast days when i don't have to read any of these these are all committed to memory but i'm 
going to read them anyway for your sake says did you know that all  
33:07  
the feast days that god gave to his people are all about the first and second coming of christ i love 
starting  
33:12  
with that one because what have i done i have just i'm talking about jesus this is what they  
33:17  
want to talk about right they don't talk about law you start talking about jesus and you're going to 
open up their eyes  
33:24  
so my first question is always did you know that all the feast days of the bible are all about the 
first and second  
33:30  
coming of jesus i've really done two things there i'm talking about jesus and i'm also talking 
about the first and  
33:36  
second coming of christ which everybody loves talk about and they go what do you what do you 
mean well  
33:42  
they're divided into two groups this is stuff you have to memorize you've got to know this this 
dialogue i'm about to share with you they're divided into two  
33:48  
groups the spring feast days are about his first coming and this fall feast days are all about his 
second coming  
33:55  
every feast day something incredible happened he died on passover most people know  
34:01  
that but most the rest of them don't know that he's buried during the feast of unleavened bread 
that he rose during the  
34:07  
feast of the first fruits right when the high priest is waving the sheep offering right when the sun 
comes up  
34:14  
yeshua is rising from the dead standing before his father and asking for the great harvest in the 
fall just like the  
34:20  
high priest is asking for yahweh to bring a great harvest in the fall and the holy spirit comes 
down on the  
34:25  
feast of shavuot but in greek it's called pentecost which is why we we talk about the holy spirit 
coming out in pentecost now what you did is they had  
34:31  
fragments of that information their whole life you just put it all together in one sentence for them 
that the feast  
34:37  



days or when it all happens and that's what i say can you believe this we've been baptist our 
entire life no  
34:42  
one ever taught us this the the feast days are so prophetic and so  
34:48  
important to god that he did nothing on the first coming of his son  
34:54  
outside of them everything around jesus happened on these days  
35:01  
so then that's the first four feast days we're fulfilled through his first coming  
35:06  
but the last three are prophetic concerning his second coming by the way i'm gonna go just a ten 
second rabbit trail for those of you that get into  
35:12  
these the deeper conversations when people say it's it's all fulfilled on the cross we don't have to 
do anything  
35:18  
that's fulfilled this is where i go okay sir i'm going to give you that  
35:23  
let's just pretend you're right it's all everything is fulfilled on the cross  
35:31  
so would you say that anything that's not fulfilled we should still do absolutely okay  
35:38  
the last four last three feast days have not been fulfilled  
35:43  
so okay you don't have to celebrate the first first four but what about the last three that are all 
about his second  
35:48  
coming and they say what are you talking about the first one in the fall is the feast of trumpets 
this is when the kings  
35:54  
of israel were inaugurated when the jewish people expected the messiah to return they still today 
expect the  
36:00  
messiah is going to return on yam torah the blowing of the trumpets the dead in  
36:05  
christ shall rise at the sound of a trumpet sound familiar why do you think the gospel writer said 
that the sound of the  
36:12  
trumpet why did paul say that because he knew the messiah is expected to come back on the 
feast of trumpets  
36:20  
it's not a coincidence then the wrath is poured out during the next 10 days these days in hebrew 
called  
36:26  
the days of all then it's it is the highest holy day of the year yom kippur the day of atonement  



36:33  
and judgment where the rabbi said the final door for repentance is shut in this day when the 
messiah comes back  
36:39  
we're both on the same we've all watched you know left behind coming out in a movie theater 
near you soon  
36:45  
whether you agree with it or not the reality is true there's going to be a rapture i don't care when 
you think it's going to happen but yahweh is going to  
36:51  
catch up his people into the sky and there will come a day when the door will be shut that day  
36:57  
in hebrews called yom kippur that feast day then five days later is the most joyous festival of the 
year the  
37:04  
festival of tabernacles at the feast of sukkot this is the end of the year harvest in the hebrew 
culture this eight day feast  
37:10  
is associated with the wedding of the king mr mrs christian do you remember the scriptures when 
talks about the marriage  
37:16  
supper of the lamb this is what it's talking about first he comes feeds the trumpets then he judges 
yom kippur then  
37:23  
he feasts with his bride now you're talking about their language and they're listening to you 
glassed  
37:28  
eyes because they've never heard anything like this before in their life since all of these are about 
jesus and  
37:35  
the entire bible revolves around these seven feast days have you ever wondered why the church 
has taken these away from  
37:41  
us and replaced them with holidays that come right out of paganism okay now we're  
37:47  
starting to tread a little bit on thin ice here but see i just spent a lot of time with  
37:52  
this individual and they're dialoguing with me they're listening to me and i'm going to tell them 
can you imagine how  
37:58  
amazing all these are that we've never heard any of this our entire life how is it possible that 
god's holy days that he  
38:04  
says are his not the jewish people that he gave them to all of us from the beginning of time  
38:09  



have been taken away by by the catholic church and replaced with holidays that come right out 
of paganism  
38:20  
even the very name now this is where i have earned the right to go where i'm going to go here  
38:26  
and every time i've done this and cheryl will tell you because she's there a lot of the times i was 
just at the national  
38:31  
religious broadcasters convention and and she'll tell you and and it just frustrates me because i 
wish i had a  
38:37  
full-time recorder on my life because it would be so awesome for you guys to hear a real 
dialogue of how it  
38:44  
happens at least how i do it you know cheryl was looking for a place to eat lunch and there was 
lots of tables uh  
38:51  
packed and there was one table where people were getting up so she went over and my wife was 
normally not like this at all but she just kind of grabbed this  
38:57  
table said sir can we sit down with you and eat and i'm like wow my wife is that's that's not like 
her you know but  
39:04  
i suppose she was hungry so there was another gentleman that was sitting the table it was just a 
small round table and we sat down there and we started  
39:11  
talking you know what do you do and what's your name and where are you from and next thing 
you know you know i'm i'm  
39:17  
throwing out bait i want to know this guy's from hollywood california he's a movie producer he's 
worked on this movie  
39:23  
and that movie and all kinds of shows and espn stuff and and so i'm throwing out bait to see you 
know where is he at  
39:28  
on his religious spectrum and pretty soon i'm going through this list  
39:34  
and this is where i ended up but i earned the right to get here i didn't start here  
39:39  
and i s and we talked about the holidays and i said this even the very name easter is the very  
39:46  
ishtar of the bible have you ever heard of the ishtar in the bible or astarte you know ishtar yeah 
yeah i think so yeah you  
39:53  
remember we talked about the high places of baal this is it this is bale's wife  
39:59  



her name is easter in english the bare breasted fertility goddess of the sunrise the wife of baal the 
sun god  
40:06  
not saying that there is no value in easter see what i'm doing instantly calming his emotions 
down not  
40:12  
saying that there's not any value in easter okay there is it's much but there is some value okay  
40:19  
because it is talking about jesus and them crucified but i'm not taking anything away and i'm 
letting them know that  
40:25  
at least we mentioned the death and resurrection of our lord but it seems to me that we have 
traded the real thing for a watered-down version that's full  
40:32  
of pagan traditions think about it the only two holidays that we keep now are filled with egg-
laying rabbits a santa  
40:38  
claus with elves that can be traced back to babylonian sun god materialism and greed and us 
saying to each other happy  
40:44  
ishtar having no idea what we're actually saying and every parent having to go into a 10-minute 
discord before  
40:49  
stating the truth that this holiday is not about the eggs the easter bunny santa claus or the elves 
the presents what's in the stockings are all the debt  
40:55  
we just accumulated on black friday trying to make you happy  
41:04  
and then you know what he did i didn't quite say it so dramatic this is just for illustration 
purposes  
41:10  
but i have done that it just depends on how much credibility that i have uh mustered up in that 
moment  
41:18  
but amazingly i talked about that and i told them about easter and i told them about the name i 
love going in the names  
41:23  
because they never heard it before and i talked about the dying of easter  
41:28  
eggs and the sunrise service and he pulled he he reaches first pocket  
41:33  
and i'm like oh no comes a gun right pulls out this big old phone and he says  
41:39  
you know what he's like i'm a radio broadcaster he said can we do a selfie right now he's like i 
want to take my  
41:44  



picture with you first of all and then i'm going to interview you and so he interviewed me live  
41:50  
right there on his program and he wanted me to he said he said hey everybody out there  
41:55  
this is blah blah blah and uh and i'm here at the national religious broadcasters with a very 
interesting guy i just met at lunch  
42:01  
interesting is the key word there and he says you're not going to believe what i just learned at 
lunch today well  
42:07  
i don't know what you learned at lunch but this is what i learned and he said jim can you just tell 
us what what each where easter comes from  
42:15  
and what the name means and i did right there and we had like a six or seven minute interview 
went back  
42:21  
and forth and he closed it up and he goes man i never heard anything like this but all of my fans 
are gonna  
42:27  
my facebook is gonna blow up when i put this on there and he's like and i can't wait to see  
42:33  
their responses you know and what it did was it create  
42:39  
intrigue because i wasn't trying to convince him of anything i just was creating questions and say  
42:45  
man i feel like defrauded a little bit did you know this this is amazing this is this is uh this is 
interesting  
42:52  
information everybody loves interesting information nobody wants to be convinced of anything  
42:58  
and you know what by the way this is a hint for and for for for for those of you taking notes  
43:04  
if someone begins to look to the left or the right of you they're done  
43:09  
little trick okay if you're maintaining eye contact they're interested the moment they start  
43:15  
looking to the left and the right they're trying to hint to you i don't want to talk to you anymore  
43:20  
but i'm too nice to tell you that so i'm just going to keep talking let you talk while i'm looking 
over somewhere else  
43:27  
yeah all right okay so that's just a little trick  
43:33  
all right so here we go you got to know these facts i really like truth or tradition whoever  
43:38  
did that did a really good job that's the editors really uh but it is  



43:45  
become the most popular teaching to get people to understand the roots of their faith and so you 
should use it and it should be like a calling card i'll never  
43:51  
forget a lady called our our line years ago 76 year old lady someone had put truth or  
43:57  
traditions on every doorstep in their subdivision no they were chicken they didn't tell anybody 
who it was they just they did it  
44:04  
like at one o'clock in the morning or something you know but she said i don't have a clue who 
put this on my on my doorstep and we're you know thought when  
44:11  
we're in big trouble and she said this is the most amazing thing i've been catholic for 50 years 50 
some odd years  
44:17  
and this has radically transformed my life i want to buy everything in your marketplace i want to 
start learning more about this stuff  
44:24  
so that teaching really works and so i use if you haven't figured out i've used a lot from truth or 
tradition as the ice  
44:32  
breaker and so i encourage you to go back to truth or tradition and write down some of the facts 
that stuck out to  
44:38  
you because those are the facts that are going to stick out to someone else and here's a couple of 
them did you know that it was illegal to  
44:45  
celebrate christmas in the original 13 colonies and that it wasn't even declared a fellow holiday 
until 1870  
44:51  
because of the emphasis on materialism and the pagan origin that gets people's attention when 
you  
44:57  
say do you know is illegal to celebrate christmas in the united states they go what are you talking 
about what planet  
45:02  
are you from yeah man 1870 was when it finally got ratified as a federal holiday before that it 
was constantly a  
45:08  
debate over it and in the colonies you could get in big trouble if you were found celebrating 
christmas  
45:15  
what are you talking about yeah give them the facts know your your facts it makes a big 
difference all you're trying to do by the way  
45:22  
you're not trying to bulldoze their house you're trying to crack one crack in the foundation  



45:28  
i'll never forget it stubborn arrogant prideful gym 12 years ago walks into a bible study with an 
nasb bible under his  
45:35  
under his uh his arm only for show because i thought i knew all of it by heart  
45:41  
and i walked into a lion's den thinking that i knew what i was talking about and they smoked me 
on every topic that that  
45:47  
we brought up until 2 30 in the morning and i never gave them this is jim staley  
45:53  
by the way your pastor i never gave them a clue  
45:59  
that they were running all over me cracking every foundation that i had  
46:04  
they're not gonna let you know because that's pride you see i can't let  
46:09  
them know that that you know you just totally killed my entire those four years of that church 
you know and  
46:17  
six years of that denomination down the road with that one answer that you gave i'm not they're 
not gonna let you know that so don't let emotion fool you  
46:25  
i give i gave a lot of emotion and look at me today now teaching the very stuff that i yelled at 
them about  
46:32  
did you know that jesus wasn't born on december 25th and that december 25th is  
46:37  
actually the birthday of every pagan sun god that's ever lived in every culture that's when they 
celebrate the sun god's  
46:44  
birthday i don't care if it's in south america or if it's all the way over in spain or in the middle east 
in  
46:49  
egypt that's when the birthdays of the sun gods were december 25th has nothing to do with  
46:55  
jesus that was only changed so that the the  
47:01  
the pagan sun god worshipers in rome it would make it easier for them to convert to christianity 
if they let them keep  
47:07  
december 25th as uh as the day of the sun god and they just switched the sun god to be yeshua 
jesus  
47:17  
so those are just a few questions on a few different things and again we will have those all 
printed out will that be  



47:23  
helpful for you okay for those of you that care now some of you that's not your deal is  
47:28  
evangelism you really should care because i'm telling you every single person is going to be put 
in a situation  
47:34  
where you have the opportunity to bring some someone closer so at least memorize one just one 
question okay and and  
47:42  
here's how you do it this is just not your gifting okay for me it's natural like like breathing you 
know air sharing  
47:48  
for me is is just i love it it's natural it's just it's the gift that god gave me it has nothing to do with 
me it's it's  
47:55  
his gift but it's what i love to do so for me it's easy but for you it may not be okay i'm not very 
good at some of the  
48:01  
things that you guys do and so but what you can do is you can try and just learn one question  
48:07  
and then hand them a dvd give them a website link in other words  
48:13  
have a plan that's all you have to do and it's so easy because you know what they don't have a 
plan  
48:20  
they have no idea what you're going to do so if you just have a very simple plan of how you're 
going to share believe it  
48:26  
or not you will be more successful in in taking this information to your  
48:32  
family to your friends for those of you that are watching and you're just now coming into your 
christian roots maybe  
48:37  
you just watched this for the very first time and you're just coming into your roots maybe some 
of these things challenged  
48:42  
you well this is what this is all about is to take the challenge and then give them the information 
that you were given  
48:49  
let them make the decisions on their own don't argue with them because trust me  
48:54  
my first time they argue with me till 2 30 in the morning they didn't know they had already 
converted me i was on the  
49:00  
way to conversion why because they had cracked my foundation through the truth of god's  
49:07  



word and because i have the holy spirit living inside of me i couldn't walk away from that  
49:12  
how many of you when you watch truth tradition you just can't walk away there's no way if you 
have the holy spirit living  
49:18  
inside of you you can't walk away from truth for very long it bothers you and nobody needs to 
even  
49:25  
tell you because the spirit is really good at it okay  
49:30  
all right i want to take uh just a couple of minutes here and if you have any questions  
49:37  
um i want to do that i want to take i want to take some questions from the audience  
49:42  
maybe something that you've you've struggled with or maybe a conversation you just had this 
week with someone and  
49:48  
if you don't we'll we'll move on i know it's been a little bit long night but i do want to offer that 
opportunity we don't do this very often so  
49:54  
um think of your question if you have one off the bat this is a good time to do that  
50:00  
yes sir go ahead  
50:11  
if they the question was if they start a debate and they want to debate with you okay if they want 
to debate with you  
50:17  
that's a great sign okay it's a really good sign because if someone wants to debate with you  
50:22  
normally there's an emotion there where they feel vulnerable they feel like something's being 
taken away from them  
50:28  
which is really good because that means that they value the scriptures and they can't god can 
actually work with that  
50:34  
person so what i do when i'm working with someone like that is i'm not going to debate listen i'm  
50:40  
not here to debate you i'm not here to convert you you know this is this is the conclusion that i 
came to based on the information  
50:46  
that i looked at if you want to look at some information you know that i looked at you're more 
than welcome to i  
50:52  
personally if it's if it's something that you're really good at at doing then yeah then dialogue with 
those scriptures  
50:57  



stay in that attitude keep keep talking them down out of debate mode and when they mention 
galatians you know  
51:03  
ephesians chapter two or whatever you can give them another perspective and just continue to go 
on uh with that but  
51:09  
if it's not your deal hand them something okay listen i'm not trying to debate you i'm not trying to 
convince  
51:14  
you this is just something that i've seen because of the information that i've looked at and and 
send them to somebody else or  
51:20  
send them to a website or or to a teaching but if you have enough knowledge then absolutely 
begin to talk  
51:25  
to them and dialogue with them yes sir steve yeah let's use a mic that's a good idea  
51:40  
the difference between okay the difference between leading somebody to christ and being an 
evangelist  
51:45  
okay well an evangelist would be a role that that would be a a position or a gifting that god gave 
you and that's  
51:52  
just what you do anybody can lead someone to christ but an evangelist will eat hundreds in the 
course of his  
51:58  
lifetime maybe thousands because that's just their dna is to evangelize  
52:03  
they find themselves doing it all the time anybody else  
52:10  
have any questions  
52:17  
okay what do you do when you when you give them the theology and they reject it okay well i 
don't know how the  
52:24  
theology was was presented so uh you know because i don't like to present theology i like to 
present questions and  
52:30  
so maybe you could go back let me just give you a perfect example of how theology doesn't 
work and how emotions  
52:37  
are so powerful actually jim reilly has a phenomenal story of a family member that was totally  
52:43  
against what he believed because he was in the hebrew roots movement at the time  
52:48  



then as god began to move us out of the hebrew roots movement and and into the christian roots 
of our faith  
52:56  
he took the challenge that i told him to take and he went back to his family member and said hey 
uh i just want to  
53:01  
let you know we've left the hebrew roots movement of which his family members said does jim 
staley know this  
53:07  
and and he laughed and of course and jim began to share with him and and all he said was yeah 
we're now moving into the  
53:13  
christian roots of our faith this family member completely freaked out and is now keeping 
shabbat  
53:20  
seven years wasn't it jim can you turn his mic on please  
53:28  
they might have turned it off so for seven years they completely fought him and now they're 
they're eating clean  
53:34  
they're keeping kosher they're beginning to follow the front of the book with the spirit of the 
back of the book and all  
53:39  
he told them was that we're not in the hebrew roots movement anymore  
53:46  
what's that yeah and so what that is what that tells you  
53:52  
is that it was all emotional it wasn't theologically based seven years he debated with him with the  
53:59  
scriptures very intelligent young man and had nothing to do with theology had to do with a 
feeling  
54:04  
that he had which by the way is why you know moving into the christian roots of our faith that 
term alone really helps set people  
54:11  
free from this enigmatism that's found in other movements so again over and  
54:16  
over and over remember it's not about theology it's about emotion theology always comes  
54:23  
second okay so if someone finds themselves in a dialogue with you and they can keep 
themselves then you can go  
54:30  
into the scriptures and you can debate the scriptures and i do as long as we're in a a healthy 
dialogue where they're  
54:36  



interested i will not be dragged into a debate where i can tell right off the bat there's nothing i'm 
going to say  
54:42  
that's going to change their mind that's intellectual ping-pong match i'm not going there that's a 
waste of time  
54:48  
but people that are truly interested i'm going to share anybody else  
54:56  
yes  
55:04  
was a natalya i was focused on how to bring  
55:10  
how to bring unbelievers to salvation to christ and when we came to know christ and his  
55:25  
[Music]  
55:33  
how because i i see now movement in in  
55:38  
christian roots movement all we do just focus uh on how to bring christians and  
55:45  
we less focus how to bring unbelievers to salvation because we're always in those  
55:51  
debates in those conversations discussions and this and this we are trying to save christianity 
now this is  
55:59  
exactly why i'm teaching this that's why i taught what i did last week is because we have we need 
to start sharing the  
56:06  
gospel of our faith listen you have got to have an entire full roundedness to who you are if you 
have  
56:13  
no ability or you don't have a heart for the loss you don't have the heart of the father because 
yeshua said i've only come to  
56:18  
seek and save that which is lost okay but the reality is is it doesn't matter  
56:23  
if we call it torah if every christian does the same thing so if there is a christian helping another 
christian  
56:30  
that's caught in pornography that's what they're doing they're helping them draw them closer to 
god so for those that are  
56:36  
walking in the light of god's love and his law well we want to help our  
56:42  
brothers and sisters with the issues that they're having and they might be solved by doing some 
of these things  



56:47  
that the bible says brings blessing so everybody's doing the same thing but you can't do it  
56:54  
one to the to the exception of another you can't leave out uh giving the gospel  
56:59  
and only want to uh you know share this faith and you can't give the gospel only  
57:06  
does that make sense it has to be a full spectrum anybody else before we hang it up yes ma'am  
57:20  
what would you say to somebody who feels that all religions are the same that they all have the 
same god we all  
57:27  
worship the same god doesn't matter how you do it doesn't matter what the  
57:33  
name is how would you talk to somebody that feels that way  
57:38  
okay my answer to that off the top of my head uh would be  
57:43  
do you believe sir in truth okay so if you believe in truth then who  
57:50  
gets to define that because one religion says that this is true and another religion says this is  
57:56  
true so if you believe that all religions are true then it that's that's a contradiction of  
58:03  
terms because they're both saying one says it's okay to kill and one says it's not okay to kill  
58:10  
so what you're saying is that really truth is there is no truth in other words  
58:15  
universalism or uh humanistic universalism everybody makes up whatever they want  
58:21  
their own mind and so deep down to answer your question it's impossible when people are 
actually think through  
58:27  
that they don't really believe that they don't really believe that all religions you know lead to god 
and that that it  
58:32  
doesn't matter what god you serve or whatever they don't really believe that because they deep 
down do believe that  
58:38  
there is truth because otherwise if they say that there is no truth well then sir i can kill you  
58:44  
and you really shouldn't have a problem with that right i'm getting tempted as we're having this  
58:50  
conversation no uh but i like to lead people to that always  
58:56  



i want to talk about truth because if you can narrow someone down on on truth now we have to 
go down to a funnel if  
59:04  
they admit that there is such thing as truth now we have to figure out who gets to define that  
59:10  
okay and uh who gets to define that is now we're going to get into history archaeology and i'm 
going to prove  
59:17  
personally this is my apologetic background but i'm going to prove personally that christianity 
has  
59:23  
the highest rate of potential of being the most truth because it's the only  
59:29  
book that any deity ever wrote where the things that he wrote about we  
59:35  
can find and proof and the only book that has prophecies  
59:40  
built into it 200 prophecies about a guy hundreds of years before he ever showed  
59:46  
up that actually came true there's no other book that has that so  
59:52  
first i would say we have to find a book that even competes with the the god of the bible so then i 
say well if you  
59:58  
believe in truth and i can prove to you that this book is the most true book of all religious books  
1:00:05  
then that means that the one that wrote the book or the deity that's being talked about is the true 
god and then if  
1:00:12  
we believe that he's the true god and it's his truth or his definition of truth that matters then i 
probably  
1:00:17  
should do what he says if he's the ultimate deity so whenever i'm talking to somebody  
1:00:22  
about that i'm going to go into truth and i use that for almost well i mean everybody  
1:00:29  
because truth is important anybody else okay  
1:00:39  
five four three i see that hand  
1:00:56  
uh how do you respond to a loved one who keeps harassing you and sending you  
1:01:02  
videos and arguing because you want to  
1:01:07  
i mean you want to answer questions but you know what they're how they're going to respond 
yeah so so they know what you believe  



1:01:14  
and they're sending you videos trying to woo you back right is that is that what you're saying  
1:01:23  
okay so there okay so first of all that's a compliment they value you  
1:01:28  
they think you're in a cult so based on what i just taught you what are you supposed to say  
1:01:36  
is it your mom or dad or a family member okay brother listen i totally can understand why you 
keep sending me these  
1:01:42  
videos and you think that i'm a cult even though you haven't said that i know you're thinking that 
and so i probably  
1:01:47  
would think the same thing and i appreciate you trying to save me but based on the information 
that you have i probably would think the same  
1:01:53  
thing but if you saw the things that i saw  
1:01:58  
you might come to the same conclusion that i came to that's all you're going to say  
1:02:05  
because if he's a person that's pushing literally you're going to copy and paste that and every 
video you're going to  
1:02:11  
send that same thing back it's going to drive him crazy until he says fine what is it that you keep 
looking at that i haven't seen  
1:02:19  
and then you send them through the tradition and you watch them squirm  
1:02:25  
honestly i'm i'm not being funny i'm telling you this is this is a strategy that i use don't let them 
take you on  
1:02:32  
rabbit trails i stick to what i want to talk about so they send me videos i copy and paste the  
1:02:37  
same response i'm sorry that you feel that way i totally understand how you would feel that way i 
would feel the same exact way but you haven't seen what i've seen  
1:02:43  
in the tenth time that he receives that he's going to ask me yes  
1:03:12  
okay so her question was is that a lot of catholics will say that you know our popes were traced 
all the way  
1:03:17  
back to the apostles technically what they'll say is they'll actually go back to peter um and no  
1:03:22  
other religion can can claim that well i actually got into a very long debate uh  
1:03:28  



with the the father-in-law of the gentleman that owns my house when he was moving during his 
lunch i threw out some  
1:03:34  
bait and he bit and so we had an hour and a half conversation uh on shabbat  
1:03:40  
and this was exactly the the issue this is your so you've had conversations with  
1:03:45  
someone because this is where they will go and my answer was sir when you're quoting from the 
gospels when it says  
1:03:50  
that upon this rock i will build my church are you sure that you're interpreting that properly 
because uh  
1:03:57  
the word there is uh uh is is is petrus okay it's  
1:04:02  
upon upon this rock meaning big rock so he says peter you are rock you are  
1:04:10  
kephas you're little rock but on this rock i will build my church  
1:04:15  
and so i said sir there's no way in the in the language that you can prove that  
1:04:22  
that yeshua that jesus is placing his hand on peter's chest i mean that's what you're assuming  
1:04:27  
you're assuming that he's saying to the entire crowd upon this rock i will build my church  
1:04:34  
but he could have just as well went upon this rock i will build my church keith kephas you  
1:04:40  
are petrus you are a stone but upon this rock i will build my church  
1:04:49  
and i said sir if you are basing your entire religion off of one verse that's ambiguous that you 
cannot prove because  
1:04:56  
we mel gibson has not made a movie on it yet there's no way  
1:05:01  
that you can bank on that okay and unbelievably this this he was a catholic theologian  
1:05:08  
and an apologist and and and his son-in-law which owns my house warned me  
1:05:13  
don't talk to my father-in-law whatever you do you'll be talking for hours and he's really good  
1:05:19  
that only challenged me i was like he didn't even know what he was talking about so but that is a  
1:05:24  
my instant response to a catholic is to say you can't prove linguistically that  
1:05:30  
he's talking to peter but we do know that the president of the council in  
1:05:35  



jerusalem was james the brother of yeshua and he was the one in charge peter was never in 
charge it was james  
1:05:43  
and so i always will point him right back to that we know historically james was in charge of the 
council in jerusalem and it did not go to peter  
1:05:50  
so if peter's the first pope why was james over peter that really messes with their theology  
1:05:58  
okay because we're all parrots of information that we've been told okay  
1:06:03  
we could go on forever for sure but let me just take one more if anybody has one more question 
we could do  
1:06:09  
if if not we'll just go eat yes sir  
1:06:18  
a lot of the videos complement each other but is there like a way to  
1:06:24  
like an order for for new family to watch them because like for example  
1:06:29  
um what's called law versus love and then get them into watching  
1:06:37  
and he rested so they need to understand why to follow the law like because  
1:06:42  
yeah there's grace but you need to understand why default so kind of all like  
1:06:47  
wraps around with each other or it all complements each other so is there like a certain order or 
an order  
1:06:54  
of the videos that would best is there listen uh no and yes  
1:07:01  
um we don't know i don't know your person that you're witnessing to or you're sharing with and 
you do the best and so  
1:07:08  
what i encourage people to do is is take the top ten and use those as as your  
1:07:14  
your your order um your your uh um your tools and then you pick it out based on  
1:07:19  
what the holy spirit says um unbelievably and i i still today don't understand why truth of 
tradition is it  
1:07:26  
scares me to give someone truth or tradition and i'm the one that did it okay uh because it's so 
volatile i mean  
1:07:32  
the information is so absolutely blowing you know in your face there's no  
1:07:38  



it's not like subtly tease you know it's not like you know subliminal message i mean it's definitely 
right there so i  
1:07:45  
don't understand but that one seems to be you know seems to be the one that cracks people's  
1:07:51  
uh nut because it it's just fact that you can't get away from it it's extremely referenced it's 
historical  
1:07:56  
it's like discovery channel you can like it or not like it but you know here's the evidence or here's 
not the  
1:08:02  
evidence so i really would just encourage you based on on what you know know the information  
1:08:08  
just like what i just showed you tonight when you get when you get the you know get the dvd or 
when you go through the  
1:08:14  
the cheat sheet memorize it know the information and then you can pull them out uh i just know 
the information so i  
1:08:20  
pull it out based on the situation i don't necessarily go through a cheat sheet i just know the 
information so if  
1:08:25  
you know uh the you know the teachings well enough then you can just hand them out based in 
the order that you feel  
1:08:31  
like the lord you know want you to go i don't even remember what's in law versus love but i've 
heard it's pretty good  
1:08:37  
so you know i don't even know if i would recommend it or not anymore no i'm just kidding okay 
well listen uh we could do this all  
1:08:44  
night and it is uh already 8 15. so um we're going to take  
1:08:49  
an offering and we're going to end the night with a pair of beautiful flutes  
1:08:56  
and so let's do that and i will pray as they were preparing for that and was this helpful tonight i 
hope so  
1:09:04  
i hope this gives you a little bit of tools a little bit uh more information to help those that are 
around you  
1:09:10  
and remember we'll end with the verse that we started with be prepared to give an account for the 
hope that's in you  
1:09:16  
but do so with gentleness and respect gentleness and respect is the key people love when you 
respect them and uh  



1:09:23  
especially when your family you got to tread on uh on on tight ropes there so father thank you so 
much for  
1:09:30  
um just this time that we've had together to be able to share and and learn lord more like a 
classroom setting  
1:09:36  
so that we could better share your word in the things that we learn with others in a way that they 
will hear it  
1:09:43  
father i pray you prepare the hearts of all the people that they're going to talk to this week and 
that you would move upon them  
1:09:48  
in yeshua's name god bless the offering lord that you're getting ready to take we love to give 
back to  
1:09:54  
you father it's a  
 


